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DISTANCE DIGITAL RELAY MODEL DEVELOPED
IN ATP “FOREIGN MODEL” AND C++

Frantǐsek Jańıček — Martin Mucha
∗

This paper presents a new approach in the problem of digital relay development. An interactive model in the simulation

program of power system, eg, ATP-EMTP, could properly contribute to the improvement of digital relays. This model is not
available and the code for this model has to be created in ATP. There is an internal programming language MODELS in ATP
which allows creation of programs themselves but because of its simplicity it is not sufficient for developing sophisticated
models as in object oriented programming language. This deficit is compensated for by allowing a suitable interconnection

between the ATP computing core and external model developed in another programming language. For this reason, the
object oriented programming language C++ was chosen for relay model development. The paper describes the way of
linking and compiling of the relay model with ATP. Next, a multifunctional digital relay developed model is introduced with

its functional elements, used algorithms and tripping characteristics. Simulation results are presented and correct tripping
action is verified at the end.

K e y w o r d s: digital relay model, foreign model and C++, linking of foreign model, EMTP-ATP compiling, discrete

Fourier transform

1 INTRODUCTION

Computer simulation of an interactive protection sys-
tem in general includes modelling of the power system,
modelling of the protection relay itself and of the dy-
namic interaction between the power system and the dig-
ital relay. This type of simulation is useful especially for
preparatory testing of new protection relay algorithms,
co-ordinated protection systems and for evaluating the
relay performance.

For modelling the power system, digital relay and mu-
tual interactions between them we can choose from among
more options. First, an ATP/EMTP [4, 5], [7] code can
be used to simulate the transient electromagnetic phe-
nomenon in the power system, and TACS transient analy-
sis to model the relay, or to use the programming language
MODELS [6] of the simulating program ATP, which is an
improvement of TACS. The main advantage of this ap-
proach is in simple interfacing between the power system
and the digital relay model because the TACS and MOD-
ELS are parts of ATP/EMTP.

Next, one can use a model of the power system cre-
ated in ATP and relay model developed in Matlab inter-
connected with ATP by an “interaction buffer” set for
mutual exchange of data. It is a direct connection of the
computation engine of Matlab to ATP.

The third option is a model of the power system cre-
ated in Matlab/SimPower Systems, and the relay model
is developed in Matlab/Simulink. Interfacing of models is
easily attained because both are in Matlab.

Besides the mentioned advantages, single designs have
also their limitations. In the first option the develop-
ment of sophisticated relay models is considerably lim-
ited by the low flexibility of TACS and programmability

of MODELS language. The second choice suffers from an
excessive simulation time and the use of two programs
causes a lack of integrity. In the last option, the sim-
ulation is slow when modelling large power systems in
Matlab.

This paper describes a highly efficient approach to
simulating the interactive protection system. In this case
the power system is modelled in ATP and the digital re-
lay model is developed in C++ programming language,
which allows to program a highly sophisticated relay, con-
secutively linked and compiled with the source code of
ATP. Software package MinGW32 [8] is used to link the
relay source code with ATP and next to compile. Mu-
tual interaction of the two models is then accomplished
in MODELS language by using the submodel “foreign
model”, which ensures exchange of data between the two
models by four data arrays.

2 LINKING AND COMPILING

PROCEDURE OF ATP

Software package MinGW32 includes appropriate tools
to link of the relay source code with ATP source code
and to compile them. MinGW32 is a package of pro-
grams running under Windows. By gcc.exe, g77.exe and
make.exe programs the fortran compiler will create the
object file from FORTRAN ATP written in FORTRAN
language and C++ compiler will create the object file
from the relay source code written in C++ language.
These will be subsequently linked with other object files
and libraries and compiled, which will create a new
simulation ATP program in file tpbig.exe containing a
digital relay model in “foreign model”. Two variables,
pointing to MingW32 and source code files, in Windows
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Fig. 1. Linking and compiling the process of ATP in MinGW32.

environment named, eg , GCC=C:\gcc-2.95.2\bin\ and
ATPMinG=C:\Eeug\LibMingw\ with respective values
have to be created. The whole process is clearly described
in Fig. 1. Next, for faster execution it is suitable to create
a batch file with content of %gcc%make.exe<makefile,
whose parameters written in makefile file (Fig. 2) deter-
mine the parameters of this process.

Fig. 2. Content of makefile file.

The file makefile makes a reference next on file fgn-

mod.f (Fig. 3), where MODELS language source code of
“foreign model” can be externally placed or C++ lan-
guage relay model functions saved in a stand-alone file
have to be declared. The name of this file is defined in
makefile.

Language MODELS is used for general description of
the structure of models and the function of its elements.
In comparison with high-level programming languages

such as C++ its capabilities are considerably limited.
To overcome these limits it includes “compiled foreign
model” mechanism, which allows to connect an external
model developed in another programming language and
in this way eliminate its limitations. This mechanism can
be used for development of a sophisticated digital relay
model in a higher programming language and for con-
necting this model with ATP by a pre-defined interface
“foreign model”. This interface is defined by four data ar-
rays storing the values of model data, inputs, outputs and
variables. Every model must have initializing and execu-
tion procedures. Before calling procedures in MODELS
language these must be linked and compiled with ATP.
After this there can be created any number of instances
of a given model working independently of each other
in the simulation, with directives controlling simulation
specified in the USE declaration.

Fig. 3. Example of “foreign model” definition in fgnmod.f .

Fig. 4. Example of relay dialog window.

For a successful start of simulation with a newly compiled
ATP we have to call from ATPDraw a batch file with this
content %atpming% tpbig.exe both%1% ∼n1. –R .

3 MULTIFUNCTIONAL

DIGITAL RELAY MODEL

Multifunctional digital relay model is created in three
files relay.sup, relay.mod and relay.c. The first one repre-
sents component in ATP-Draw and creates an interface
between the relay model and the user by which he can
connect this relay into power system and input relay set-
tings through the dialog window (Fig. 4). The second file
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Fig. 5. Structure of digital relay model in MODELS.

Fig. 6. Structure of digital relay model in C++.

represents part of relay model created in MODELS lan-
guage. A sampling circuit and a low-pass digital filter are
created in it. The structure of the relay model in MOD-
ELS language is in Fig. 5.

Next it submits all data to relay model created in C++
language by four data arrays, located in the third file. The
structure of relay model C++ source code is in Fig. 6.

Interconnection of the relay model with the power sys-
tem is made in section Models. This interconnection is
represented by input values of the branch currents and

voltages in individual phases measured through a circuit
breaker and by the output value signals for disconnecting
the circuit breaker and overreaching signal for the second
relay at the other end of the line. The exchange of values
between individual sections creates a hierarchical struc-
ture. The names of respective nodes in the power system
are defined in INPUT and OUTPUT directives of Models
section. The next values of Models section are available
in the relay model by directives INPUT and OUTPUT in
respective variables defined in Mode relay section. The re-
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Fig. 7. Frequency behaviour of the Butterworth second order filter,
amplitude and phase.

Fig. 8. Double stage definite-time overcurrent characteristic

quired values by “foreign model” are available from Model
relay section by INPUT and OUTPUT directives defined
in USE statement and given by four arrays xdata, xin,
xout and xvar.

3.1 Sampling circuit

The sampling circuit is created by TIMESTEP di-
rective, which determines the instants when the model
is called during the simulation. In this way, values are
gained in regular time intervals from the network and a
required number of samples are stored in the buffer cre-
ated by DELAY CELLS directive, depending on the size
of the time-step. This samples are needed for filter oper-
ation and Fourier analysis of each analyzed quantity.

3.2 DIGITAL FILTER

As a digital filter in the relay low-pass Butterworth
second order filter was chosen [9, 10]. It is represented by
a transfer function in z -area acquired from the transfer
function in Laplace area by z -transform [2]. Respective
function in the model is entered by procedure ZFUN
in the form of: ZFUN(Y/X)=NUMERATOR/DENOMI-
NATOR.

Transfer function in z -transform for Butterworths fil-
ter gererally has form

H(z) =

∑n
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Frequency dependent behaviours of the amplitude and
phase for a second order Butterworth filter are shown
in Fig. 7 for cut-off frequency 200 Hz and sampling fre-
quency 500 Hz.

3.3 Processing of filtered input signals

Input signals filtered from higher harmonics are next
passed to relay model in C++, where they are processed
by discrete Fourier analysis [1], [3]. Filtering is necessary
for increasing the accuracy of calculating the Fourier co-
efficients. A discrete Fourier analysis algorithm processes
the samples of input behaviours sampled in time intervals
equal to value of TIMESTEP directive. It uses floating
window, which means that calculation of Fourier series
coefficients is executed after every new sample and is not
waiting for whole period to be sampled.
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where a0 , an , bn — are coefficients of the Fourier series,
f(t) — is functional value of signal sample in time t , ∆t
— is value of sampling time step, T — is signal period, m
— the number of samples in one period, n — harmonic
number, in the case of even number of samples n = m/2
while for m odd n = (m − 1)/2 and m - is the number
of samples in one period.

The final behaviour is formed by,
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Fig. 9. Offset MHO distance relay tripping characteristic. Fig. 10. Quarilateral tripping characteristic of ground distance
relay.

Fig. 11. Example of power system and relay connection.

from which by definition of the root mean square value
we get

IRMS =
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The way of operation of the multifunctional digital
relay model in C++ is that in its every execution it calls
functions for Fourier series coefficients calculation and
RMS values of currents and voltages stated in the main
part. The impedance in each phase, current and voltage
zero symmetrical components are calculated from them
by calling respective functions. These values are input
parameters for relay protection functions where they are
evaluated.

The multifunctional relay includes a non-directional
overcurrent relay with double set-stage tripping charac-
teristic as shown in Fig. 8. It is suitable to set it as a
backup relay for other relays [11, 12]. It monitores values
of currents in each phase and in the case of exceeding the
set limit it activates the tripping signal after a respective
elapsed time. In the case of one-phase automatic reclo-
sure setting after an entered time it activates the signal
for switch closing, and if the fault is permanent after an
instantaneous pre-set time stage (for the reason of non-
sensitivity to emerging transient phenomena) the definite
switch-off signal is generated. In the case of fault clearing
during auto-reclosure time interval the auto-reclosure au-
tomatic is blocked for next 5 seconds. Each relay can be

used individually or any combination from them depends
only on its settings.

The second relay is a directional overcurrent relay with
a double set-stage tripping characteristic [13, 14] shown
in Fig. 8 for zero sequence symmetrical current compo-
nent. It is suitable for ground fault protecting during
which for a zero sequence current emerges because of non-
symmetry. It also includes a three phase auto-reclosure
automatic.

Fig. 12. Time behaviour of instantaneous current value and the
output from digital filte: 1 — short circuit current in phase A, 2 —
the same at the digital filter output, 3 — RMS value calculated by

relay.

The next one is a distance relay with a tripping char-
acteristic offset MHO as shown in Fig. 9. In order to guar-
antee reliable discrimination between load operation and
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Fig. 13. Time behaviour of instantaneous and RMS values of cur-
rents at the beginning of line in phases A,B,C, after one-phase short.

Fig. 14. Time behaviour of instantaneous and RMS values of cur-
rents at the end of line in phases A,B,C, after one-phase short.

Fig. 15. Behaviour of zero impedance symmetrical component seen
by relay at the beginning of line; Z0 — zero impedance locus

calculated by relay, Z1 — border of the 1st distance zone.

Fig. 16. Behaviour of zero impedance symmetrical component seen
by relay at the end of line; Z0 — zero impedance locus calculated

by relay, Z1 — border of the 1st distance zone, Z1B — border of
the overreached distance zone.

Fig. 17. Time behaviour of instantaneous and RMS values of cur-
rents at the beginning of line, after three-phase short.

Fig. 18. Time behaviour of instantaneous and RMS values of cur-
rents at the end of line, after three-phase short.

short-circuit — especially on long high loaded lines —

the relay is equipped with a selectable load encroachment

characteristic. Impedances within this load encroachment

characteristic prevent the distance zones from unwanted

tripping. This relay is next equipped with one phase auto-

reclosure automatic and in the case of fault in the first

distance zone it activates a signal for the opposite relay

at the other end of the line to overreach the first distance

zone, which ensures a switching-off the fault on the line in
instantaneous time and enables auto-reclosure automatic
for successful fault clearing.

The last relay is a ground distance relay with a quadri-
lateral tripping characteristic [14] shown on Fig. 10. It
is used for clearance of ground faults; it includes three
phase auto-reclosure automatic, load areas and overreach-
ing distance measuring function.
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Fig. 19. Behaviour of line impedances seen by relay at the begin-
ning of the line. A, B, C - impedance locus calculated for individual

phases

Fig. 20. Behaviour of line impedances seen by relay at the end of
the line. A, B, C - impedance locus calculated for individual phases.

4 APPLICATION

As an example of a correct function of the relay model,
a simulation of a power system and relay connection
ashown in Fig. 11 is presented next. This example is mod-
elled in ATPDraw with ground faulted phase A in 10%
distance of line length from line beginning, arising at time
0.3 s. The function of the low-pass digital filter is shown
in Fig. 12 as time bahaviour of current and its RMS value
calculated by relay. Time bahaviours of currents and cur-
rent RMS values calculated by relays at the beginning
and at the end of line are in figures 13 and 14.

From the above behaviours it is evident that the relay
at the end of the line tripped in overreaching distance
zone, activated by the opposite relay, in instantaneous
time. Three phase auto-reclosure automatic timer was
activated with time interval 0.25 s, which after success-
ful fault clearance connected the line to power system and
after decay of the transient phenomena the system contin-
ued in stable operation. After this, the auto-reclosure au-
tomatic was blocked for 5 seconds. From the behaviours
of the zero sequence impedance in figures 15 and 16 it
is clear that the tripping signal was activated by ground
distance relay with setting the first distance zone as 85%
of the line length and the time delay of 0.1 s on the first
relay to R1 = 23.8Ω, X1 = 24.65Ω and on the second
relay to R1 = 1.7Ω, X1 = 5.95Ω.

In the second case a three phase fault on line was
simulated in 10% distance of line length from the line
beginning. Time bahaviours of currents and current RMS
values calculated by relays at the beginning and at the
end of line are in figuresn 17 and 18.

We can see from behaviours in Figs. 17 and 18 that
both relays tripped in instantaneous time set-stage 0.2 s
and the second relay overreached the first zone after re-
ceiving a signal from the first one. After switching-off the
line, the auto-reclosure automatic timer was activated
and after 0.25 s it connected a permanent faulty line,
which resulted in instantaneous definite line disconnec-
tion. From the behaviours of each phase impedance on
Figs. 19 and 20 it is evident, that in the multifunctional

relay the distance relay tripped this fault with setting of
the first distance zone to 85% of the line length and with
teh time delay stage 0.2 s in the first and the second relay
to Z1 = 295Ω.

5 CONCLUSION

This paper described a powerful approach to simula-
tion of an interactive protection system, which is an ATP
simulation program connected with a “foreign model”
programmed in high programming language C++ ap-
propriate for development and testing of new relay al-
gorithms. Even though general information about linking
of the “foreign model” programmed in C++ language
and compiling with ATP is in readme.txt files on EEUG
web pages, the first-time user can spend a long time with
setting everything under proper control. Therefore this
article gives specific information about linking of C++
model and compiling with ATP. The developed multi-
functional digital relay is presented here with described
individual components. Finally, correct performance of
the multifunctional digital relay is verified by simulation.
The future work will be the development of this digi-
tal relay and new protection algorithms for protecting
medium voltage networks with an isolated or resonant
earthed neutral point.
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